Translating data and data access operations between applications and databases is a longstanding data management problem. We present a novel approach to this problem, in which the relationship between the application data and the persistent storage is specified using a declarative mapping, which is compiled into bidirectional views that drive the data transformation engine. Expressing the application model as a view on the database is used to answer queries, while expressing the database schema as a view on the application model allows us to leverage view maintenance algorithms for update translation. This approach has been implemented in a commercial product. It enables developers to interact with a relational database via a conceptual schema and an object-oriented programming surface. We outline the implemented system and focus on the challenges of mapping compilation, which include rewriting queries under constraints and supporting nonrelational constructs.
INTRODUCTION
Developers of data-centric solutions routinely face situations in which the data representation used by an application differs substantially from the one used by the database. The traditional reason is the impedance mismatch between programming language abstractions and persistent storage [Cook and Ibrahim A preliminary version of this article appeared in Proceedings of the 2007 ACM SIGMOD International Conference on Management of Data, Beijing, China, 461-472. Authors' address: One Microsoft Way, Redmond WA 98052, USA; email: {melnik, adya, philbe}@ microsoft.com. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or direct commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., 2 Penn Plaza, Suite 701, New York, NY 10121-0701 USA, fax +1 (212) 869-0481, or permissions@acm.org. 2006]: developers want to encapsulate business logic into objects, yet most enterprise data is stored in relational database systems. A second reason is to enable data independence, even if applications and databases start with the same data representation, they can evolve independently of each other, leading to differing data representations that must be bridged. A third reason is independence from DBMS vendors: many enterprise applications run in the middle tier and need to support backend database systems with different capabilities, which require different data representations.
The data transformations required to bridge applications and databases can be very complex. Even relatively simple object-to-relational (O/R) mapping scenarios, where a set of objects is partitioned across several relational tables, may require transformations that contain outer joins, nested queries, and case statements in order to reassemble objects from tables (we will see an example shortly). Implementing such transformations is difficult, especially since the data usually needs to be updatable, a common requirement for many enterprise applications. In an unpublished Microsoft study conducted in 2006, hundreds of database application developers reported that 40% of their development effort was spent writing data access code and stored procedures. Similar figures were reported elsewhere [Keene 2004 ].
Since the mid 1990's, client-side data mapping layers have become a popular alternative to handcoding the data access logic, fueled by the growth of Internet applications. A core function of such a data mapping layer is to provide an updatable view that exposes a data model closely aligned with the application's data model, driven by an explicit mapping. Many commercial products (e.g., Oracle TopLink) and open source projects (e.g., Hibernate) have emerged to offer these capabilities. Virtually every enterprise framework provides a client-side persistence layer (e.g., Java Persistence API in JEE [EJB 3.0 Expert Group 2006] ). Most packaged business applications, such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) applications, incorporate proprietary data access interfaces (e.g., BAPI in SAP R/3).
Today's client-side mapping layers offer widely varying degrees of capability, robustness, and total cost of ownership. Typically, the mapping between the application and database artifacts is represented as a custom structure, or schema annotations that have vague semantics and drive case-by-case reasoning. A scenario-driven implementation limits the range of supported mappings and often yields a fragile runtime that is difficult to extend. Few data access solutions leverage data transformation techniques developed by the database community. Furthermore, building such solutions using views, triggers, and stored procedures is problematic for a number of reasons. First, views containing joins or unions are usually not updatable. Second, defining custom database views and triggers for every application accessing mission-critical enterprise data, is rarely acceptable due to security and manageability risks. Moreover, SQL dialects, object-relational features, and procedural extensions vary significantly from one DBMS to the next.
In this article, we describe an approach to building a mapping-driven data access layer that addresses some of these challenges. As a first contribution, we present a novel mapping architecture that provides a general-purpose mechanism for supporting updatable views. It enables building client-side data access layers in a principled way that could also be exploited inside a database engine. The architecture is based on three main steps:
-Specification. Mappings are specified using a declarative language that has well-defined semantics and puts a wide range of mapping scenarios within reach of nonexpert users. -Compilation. Mappings are compiled into bidirectional views, called query and update views, that drive query and update processing in the runtime engine. -Execution. Update translation is done using algorithms for materialized view maintenance. Query translation uses view unfolding.
To the best of our knowledge, this mapping approach has not been exploited previously in the research literature or in commercial products. It raises interesting research challenges. Our second contribution addresses one of these challenges-formulation of the mapping compilation problem and algorithms that solve it. The algorithms that we developed are based on techniques for answering queries using views, and incorporate a number of novel aspects. One is the concept of bipartite mappings, which are mappings that can be expressed as a composition of a view and an inverse view. Using bipartite mappings enables us to focus separately on either the left or right part of the mapping constraints when generating query and update views. Another novel aspect is a schema partitioning approach that allows us to rewrite the mapping constraints using union queries, and facilitates view generation. Furthermore, we discuss support for object-oriented constructs, case statement generation, bookkeeping of tuple provenance, and simplification of views under schema and mapping constraints.
This article is an extended version of the conference paper Melnik et al. [2007] . As part of the new material, we present a technique for validating mappings, that is, ensuring that they allow storing and retrieving application data in a lossless fashion (Section 6). We give an improved mapping compilation algorithm to avoid exhaustive partitioning (Section 7.6). We discuss the mapping language in more depth (Section 4), and provide additional theorems and examples. The proofs are included in the appendix.
Our approach has been implemented in a commercial product, the Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework. Its detailed system architecture is presented in Adya et al. [2007] , including query and update pipelines, transactions, and cache management. The programming model is discussed in-depth in the developer documentation. 1 In Castro et al. [2007] we demonstrate how applications are built on top of the Entity Framework. In particular, we show how mappings can shield applications from database refactoring: data normalization can often be compensated in the mapping without changing and recompiling the application. To achieve that, mapping flexibility is critical.
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of the Entity Framework. In Section 3, we outline our mapping approach and illustrate it using a motivating example. The mapping compilation problem is stated formally in Section 5. The implemented algorithms are presented in Section 7. Experimental results are in Section 8. Related work is discussed in Section 9. Section 10 is the conclusion.
ARCHITECTURE OF THE ENTITY FRAMEWORK
The ADO.NET Entity Framework provides a mapping-driven data access layer for developers of data-intensive applications. It comprises an extended entityrelationship data model, called EDM, and a set of design-time and run-time services. The services allow developers to describe the application data using an entity schema, and interact with it at a high level of abstraction that is appropriate for business applications.
The system offers three major data programming facilities (see Figure 1 ). First, developers can manipulate the data represented in the entity schema using Entity SQL, an extension of SQL that can deal with inheritance, associations, and other extended ER constructs. This capability enables generalpurpose database development against the conceptual schema and is important for applications that do not need an object layer, such as business reporting. Second, the entity schema can be used to generate object-oriented interfaces in several major programming languages. In this way, persistent data can be accessed using create/read/update/delete operations on objects. Third, queries against the generated object model can be posed using a language-integrated query mechanism (LINQ [Meijer et al. 2006] ), which enables compile-time checking of queries.
EDM is an extended entity-relationship model [Chen 1976; Batini et al. 1992] . It distinguishes entity types, complex types, and primitive types. Instances of entity types, called entities, can be organized into persistent collections called entity sets. An entity set of type T holds entities of type T or any type that derives from T . Each entity type has a key, which uniquely identifies an entity in the entity set. Entities and complex values may have properties holding other complex values or primitive values. Like entity types, complex types can be specialized through inheritance. However, complex values can exist only as part of some entity. Entities can participate in 1:1, 1:n, or m:n associations, which essentially relate the keys of the respective entities. A relational schema can be viewed as a simple EDM schema that contains a distinct entity set and entity type for each relational table. We exploit this property to uniformly specify and manipulate mappings between EDM schemas and relational schemas. The relational schema constraints that are supported by the system include the primary key constraints, foreign key constraints, and non-nullability constraints. Henceforth, we use the general term extent to refer to entity sets, associations, and tables. A detailed discussion of EDM is presented in Blakeley et al. [2006] . Entity SQL is a data manipulation language based on SQL. Entity SQL allows retrieving entities from entity sets and navigating from an entity to a collection of entities reachable via a given association. Path expressions can be used to 'dot' into complex values. Type interrogation can be done using the predicates value IS OF type or value IS OF (ONLY type ). Entity SQL allows instantiating new entities or complex values similarly to the 'new' construct in programming languages. It supports a tuple constructor that produces row types and uses reference types similarly to SQL99. The semantics of Entity SQL statements used in the article is explained where necessary.
The system architecture is depicted (abridged) in Figure 2 . It comprises several major components: query and update pipelines, object services, mapping compiler, metadata services (not shown), data providers, and others. The shaded components are discussed in more detail in subsequent sections. All data access requests go through a data transformation runtime, which translates data and data access operations using a mapping between the entity schema and the relational schema. The translated data access operations are fed into a Data Provider, one for each supported database system, which turns them into expressions in a specific SQL dialect. 
MAPPING APPROACH
In this section, we present the three main steps of our approach: specifying a mapping as a set of constraints, compiling a mapping into bidirectional views, and using view maintenance algorithms to perform update translation.
Mappings. A mapping is specified using a set of mapping fragments. Each mapping fragment is a constraint of the form Q Entities = Q Tables , where Q Entities is a query over the entity schema (on the client side), and Q Tables is a query over the database schema (on the relational store side). A mapping fragment describes how a portion of entity data corresponds to a portion of relational data. In contrast to a view, a mapping fragment does not need to specify a complete transformation that assembles an entity set from tables or vice versa. A mapping can be defined using an XML file or a graphical tool. Example 1. To illustrate, consider the sample mapping scenario in Figure 3 . It depicts an entity schema with entity types Person and Employee whose instances are accessed via the extent Persons. On the store side, there are two tables, HR and Empl, which represent a vertical partitioning of the entity data. The mapping is given by two fragments shown in Figure 3 . The first fragment specifies that the set of (Id, Name) values for all entities in Persons is identical to the set of (Id, Name) values retrieved from the HR table. Similarly, the second fragment tells us that (Id, Department) values for all Employee entities can be obtained from the Empl table.
Bidirectional views. The mapping compiler (see Figure 2 ) takes a mapping as input and produces bidirectional views that drive the data transformation runtime. These views are specified in Entity SQL. Query views express entities in terms of tables, while update views express tables in terms of entities. Update views may be somewhat counterintuitive because they specify persistent data in terms of virtual constructs, but as we show later, they can be leveraged to support updates in an elegant way. The generated views respect the mapping, in a sense that will be defined shortly, and have the following properties (simplified here and elaborated in subsequent sections): The last condition, called the roundtripping criterion, ensures that all entity data can be persisted and reassembled from the database in a lossless fashion. The mapping compiler included in the Entity Framework guarantees that the generated views satisfy the roundtripping criterion. It raises an error if no such views can be produced from the input mapping. Figure 4 shows the query and update views generated by the mapping compiler for the mapping in Example 1. In general, the views are significantly more complex than the input mapping, since they explicitly specify the required data transformations. For example, to reassemble the Persons extent from the relational tables, one needs to perform a left outer join between HR and Empl tables, and instantiate either Employee or Person entities depending on whether or not the respective tuples from Empl participate in the join. In the query pipeline (Figure 2 ), queries against the entity schema can now be answered by unfolding the query views in the queries, pulling nonrelational operators up the query tree, and sending the relational-only portion of the query to the database server.
Update translation. A key insight exploited in our mapping architecture is that view maintenance algorithms can be leveraged to propagate updates through bidirectional views. This process is illustrated in Figure 5 . Tables hold persistent data. Entities represent a virtual state, only a tiny fraction of which is materialized on the client. The goal is to translate an update, Entities, on the virtual state of Entities into an update, Tables, on the persistent state  of Tables. This can be done using the following two steps (we postpone the discussion of merge views shown in the figure):
(1) View maintenance: Tables = UpdateViews (Entities, Entities). Recall that update views express the database as a view of the entities.
Step 1 applies view maintenance algorithms to update views, and produces a set of delta expressions, UpdateViews (not shown in Figure 5 ). Given a set of changes, Entities, to the state of Entities, UpdateViews computes incremental updates, Tables , to the database tables. We cannot use the expression Tables produced in Step 1 directly because a snapshot of Entities is not fully materialized on the client. However, we can construct the state of Entities using the query views. This is done in Step 2 by using view unfolding to substitute Entities by query views in the expression Tables . The second step gives us an expression Tables that takes as input the initial persistent database state (i.e., Tables) and the update to entities (i.e., Entities), and computes the update to the database.
This approach yields a clean, uniform algorithm that works for both objectat-a-time and set-based updates (i.e., those expressed using data manipulation statements). In practice, Step 1 is often sufficient for update translation, since many updates do not directly depend on the current database state. In those situations we have Tables = UpdateViews( Entities).
To illustrate, consider the update views in Figure 4 . These views are very simple, so applying view maintenance rules is straightforward. For insertions, we obtain the UpdateViews expressions as: HR = SELECT p.Id, p.Name FROM Persons p Empl = SELECT e.Id, e.Department FROM Persons c WHERE c IS OF Employee.
So, for inserted entity Persons = { Employee(1, 'Alice', 'R&D') }, we compute row insertions HR = { 1, 'Alice' }, Empl = { 1, 'R&D' }. In general, update views can get much more complex (we will see an example shortly). Using view maintenance techniques allows supporting a very large class of updates. It accounts in a uniform way for tricky update translations where multiple extents are updated, a deletion from an extent becomes an update in the store, and so on.
MAPPING SPECIFICATION
While query and update views are well suited to drive data transformation, they do not offer a convenient mapping specification mechanism for typical Another extreme is defining mappings directly by way of query and update views: the specification is precise but often prohibitively complex for all but the most expert developers and database professionals. This complexity has several sources. First, writing the views by hand requires a deep understanding of SQL and the nonrelational extensions in Entity SQL. The views are usually an order of magnitude more verbose than a higher-level mapping, and have some degree of redundancy. For example, in a simple one-to-one mapping between an entity set and a table, the property correspondences would have to be wired twice, once in the query view and once in the update view. Hence the views are hard to write and maintain when the conceptual schema or relational schema evolves.
A second source of complexity is due to validating the roundtripping criterion. Allowing the developers to supply both query and update views is problematic because checking the roundtripping criterion for arbitrary Entity SQL views is undecidable. To see this, we show how to encode query containment, which is undecidable for any relationally complete language [Di Paola 1969; Abiteboul et al. 1995] , as roundtripping validation. Define a query view E = R, and an update view R = E − (Q 1 − Q 2 ), where E is an entity set, R is a relational table, and Q 1 and Q 2 are queries on the entity schema that do not mention E. Unfolding the update view yields the roundtripping condition E = E − (Q 1 − Q 2 ). It holds if and only if Q 1 ⊆ Q 2 . Although it is possible to restrict the query and update views to a subset of Entity SQL for which containment is decidable, carving up such a decidable subset using simple syntactic criteria is tricky, since even relatively simple scenarios require the use of outer joins (which, when used together with NOT NULL conditions, can express set difference), case statements, disjunction, and so on.
We considered several middle-ground alternatives for mitigating the complexity inherent in explicit view specification (illustrated in more detail in Section 6). One such alternative is to obtain query views from update views. This requires testing the injectivity of update views and inverting them, which is also undecidable for Entity SQL, as can be seen using the construction in the previous paragraph: checking whether the update view R = E − (Q 1 − Q 2 ) preserves all data in E cannot be done effectively. A second alternative is to obtain update views from query views. This requires solving the view update problem. As was shown in Dayal and Bernstein [1978] , a unique update translation rarely exists for even quite simple (query) views.
These difficulties led us to search for a higher-level mapping language that is declarative, compact, and has precise formal semantics. It is discussed below.
Extended Mapping Scenario
To set the stage for the subsequent discussion, and to substantiate the arguments made above, consider an extension of the mapping scenario presented in Section 3.
Example 2. Consider an extended conceptual schema that contains a new entity type Customer, and an association, Supports, between Employee and Customer entities, as depicted in Figure 6 . The inheritance hierarchy is stored using a combination of horizontal (row) and vertical (column) partitioning. Just as in Example 1,  The schema extensions introduced in Figure 6 cause a proportional increase in the size of the mapping specification. In contrast, the complexity of the query and update views that drive the data transformation engine, arguably grows beyond the capabilities of many application developers. For example, the query view for entity set, Persons in Figure 7 , contains a left outer join, a union, a case statement, entity constructors, and type casts, and leverages three-valued boolean logic. The schemas shown in Figure 6 are trivial in comparison with those used in real applications. And yet, verifying the correctness and roundtripping of the views is already quite challenging.
Given the complexity of the query view in Figure 7 it is remarkable that the mapping is actually more informative than the view-the latter is implied by the mapping. However, the opposite is not true: the view does not imply the mapping. For example, inserting an Employee entity into entity set, Persons, has multiple update translations that are consistent with the query view for Persons. In particular, we could insert some extra tuple into the Empl table that does not join with HR, without modifying the result obtained by the query view. Mapping fragment M 2 rules out such undesired update behavior.
We will formalize the exact relationship between the mapping and the views and discuss the views shown in Figures 7 and 15-20 in more detail in the context of mapping compilation.
Mapping Language
We argued that using mappings offers a substantial simplification. However, our approach to defining mappings is useful only if we can compile them into query and update views. This section presents the mapping language for which we developed effective compilation and validation algorithms.
The mappings taken as input by the mapping compiler are specified using constraints of the form Q C = Q S , where Q C and Q S are Entity SQL queries. In the current version of the system, these queries, which we call fragment queries, are essentially project-select queries (no joins) with a relational-only output and a limited form of disjunction and negation. This class of mappings can be used to express a large number of mapping scenarios, yet is sufficiently simple that mapping compilation can be performed effectively.
The specification of a fragment query Q is given in Figure 8 , where E is an extent with alias e, A is a property of an entity type or complex type, c is a scalar constant, and T is an entity type or a complex type. The return type of Q is required to be a row of scalars and needs to contain the key properties of E.
The design of our mapping language was guided by two principles. First, we wanted the simplest possible language that supports the relevant customer scenarios. Besides being easier to compile, a simpler mapping language is accessible to a broader developer audience and has a more intuitive visual representation. The mapping language specified previously is expressive enough to describe most inheritance mapping scenarios proposed in the literature and implemented in commercial products. In particular, it supports The second principle is to avoid second-guessing the developer's intention. For example, one could argue that the NOT NULL condition in M 4 could be inferred from FK 2 in the schema. The mapping designer in Visual Studio does precisely that-it uses the schema and UI hints to help with mapping creation. However, we do not exploit such hints at runtime to avoid unexpected effects of schema modifications on mapping semantics.
Mappings in the Entity Framework can be stored and loaded using an XML syntax. XML-based mapping specification is used by most object-relational mappers. What is different in the Entity Framework is that the XML syntax expresses a language that has a formal semantics. Figure 14 in the appendix shows the XML syntax used in the running example.
MAPPING COMPILATION
Mapping compilation turns concise higher-level mapping definitions into explicit data transformations used by the runtime engine. Due to the aforementioned challenges in checking roundtripping, currently, the Entity Framework only accepts the views produced by the built-in mapping compiler.
The compilation process is organized into two major parts: mapping validation (Section 6) and view generation (Section 7). Mapping validation ensures that the input mappings allow producing views that roundtrip data, that is, support lossless storage of any valid instance of the conceptual model. View generation produces the actual query and update views that enforce roundtripping while respecting the mapping.
In this section, we lay out the formal prerequisites for mapping validation and view generation. We state the mapping compilation problem formally using state-based semantics, that is, independent of any data manipulation or constraint languages. Section 5.1 defines schemas, mappings, and views. We explain what it means for a mapping to roundtrip data, and formulate the basic problem of obtaining views from mappings. In Section 5.2, we introduce a general class of mapping languages called bipartite mappings. Finally, in Section 5.3, we discuss merge views and refine our basic problem statement. 
Mappings and Data Roundtripping
We start with a general problem statement that makes no assumptions about the languages used for specifying schemas, mappings, and views. To emphasize that, we refer to the entity schema as a client schema and to the relational schema as a store schema.
A schema defines a set of possible states (also called instances). Let C be the set of valid client states, that is, all instances satisfying the client schema and all of its schema constraints. Similarly, let S be the set of valid store statesthose conforming to the store schema. That is, each element of S is an entire populated database. Occasionally, we use the same symbol (C, S, etc.) to denote the schema itself, when its role is clear from the context.
A mapping between the client and store schema specifies a binary relation between C states and S states. A set map of mapping constraints expressed in some formal language defines the mapping map = {(c, s) | c ∈ C, s ∈ S, (c, s) |= map } consisting of all states (c, s) that satisfy every constraint in map . We say that map is given by map . A view is a total 2 functional mapping that maps each instance of a given schema to an instance of a result schema.
We use standard algebraic properties and operations defined as follows:
Henceforth all functions are assumed total unless specified explicitly as partial.
The first question that we address is under what conditions a mapping map ⊆ C × S describes a valid data access scenario. The job of the mapping layer is to enable the developer to run queries and updates on the client schema as if it were a regular database schema. That is, the mapping must ensure that each database state of C can be losslessly encoded in S. Hence each state of C must be mapped to a distinct database state of S, or to a set of database states of S that is disjoint from any other such set. If this condition is satisfied, we say that the mapping roundtrips data, denoted as
that is, the composition of the mapping with its inverse yields the identity mapping on C. Notice that map may be nonfunctional. As an example, consider a mapping just like the one in Figure 6 except the Empl table has an extra column, Date. This column is not referenced in the mapping. Hence the client schema provides access to a proper subset of the data in the store, that is, there exist multiple corresponding store states that are related by map to each client state. We explain how we deal with such situations using merge views in Section 5.3. The next question we consider is what it means to obtain query and update views that roundtrip data and respect the mapping. Our statement of this problem is based on the following theorem. The theorem and the subsequent proposition state that the roundtripping property of a mapping coincides with the existence of a query and update view that are related to the mapping in an intimate way and 'witness' its roundtripping:
and only if there exist two (total) views, q : S → C and u
If the views u and q are given as sets of view definitions u and q , then u ⊆ map ⊆ q −1 means that u implies map , which in turn implies q for all instances in C ×S. It is easy to show that each query and update view satisfying this theorem 'witness' the roundtripping criterion from Section 3. PROPOSITION 1. For each q and u satisfying Theorem 1, the following holds:
Hence we formulate the following data roundtripping problem:
For a given map ⊆ C × S, construct views q and u expressed in some language L, such that u ⊆ map ⊆ q −1 , or show that such views do not exist.
We refer to q and u as the query view and update view, respectively. Sometimes, we use the plural form views to emphasize that q and u are specified as sets of view definitions (e.g., as shown in Figures 7, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Bipartite Mappings
The mappings in the Entity Framework are specified using a set of mapping fragments map = {Q C1 = Q S1 , . . . , Q Cn = Q Sn }. A mapping fragment is a constraint of the form Q C = Q S , where Q C is a query over the client schema and Q S is a query over the store schema. We call such mappings bipartite mappings.
A bipartite mapping is one that can be expressed as a composition mapping of a view with an inverse of a view with the same view schema. Thus the mapping given by map above can be expressed as a composition mapping f • g −1 , where the view f : C → V is given by queries Q C1 , . . . , Q Cn , the view g : S → V is given by queries Q S1 , . . . , Q Sn , and V corresponds to the view schema V 1 , . . . , V n induced by these queries (see Figure 9 ). We refer to V i as a fragment view (signature).
Example 3. For the mapping in Example 2 we obtain the following fragment view signatures (up to renaming of attributes): (Id, Dept) , V 3 (Cid, Name, Score, Addr), V 4 (Cid, Eid).
• S. Melnik et al. A key property of bipartite mappings is using equality in mapping fragments instead of inclusion. Inclusion constraints of the form Q src ⊆ Q tgt , used in source-to-target data exchange and query answering settings, are inadequate for data roundtripping because they specify a one-way relationship between the schemas. For example, the previous query inclusion does not constrain the source database sufficiently; it may remain empty for each target database.
As we demonstrate shortly, bipartite mappings can be compiled into query and update views by applying answering-queries-using-views techniques to the views f and g , one after another. This reduces the complexity of the solution as compared with working with the entire map , and enables developing largely symmetric algorithms for generating query and update views. Moreover, we exploit the properties of bipartite mappings to validate mappings, that is, verify that they roundtrip data, as described subsequently.
Merge Views
In many mapping scenarios, only part of the store data is accessible through the client schema. Some tables or columns, such as Empl.Date mentioned previously, may not be relevant to the application and not exposed through the mapping. Usually, such unexposed information needs to remain intact as updates are performed against the store. To address this requirement we use the concept of merge views. A merge view m : S × S → S combines the updated store state s upd , computed by the client, and the old store state s ol d into the new store state s new (see Figure 5 ).
To illustrate, consider the merge view for the extended In contrast to query and update views, whose purpose is to reshape data between the client and the store, merge views capture the store-side state transition behavior. This behavior may go beyond preserving unexposed data. For example, if Date denotes the last date on which the department name was modified, it may be necessary to reset it to the current date upon each update.
More generally, merge views may implement various update policies such as updating timestamps, logging updates, resetting certain columns, or rejecting deletions (using full outer join in the merge view).
Currently, we use merge views exclusively for preserving unexposed data. The formal criterion can be stated as:
It requires that a client that retrieves all store data and writes it back unmodified, leaves the store in the unchanged state. This property needs to hold for all mapped store states, that is, the ones that are consistent with the specified mapping.
The extended roundtripping criterion that considers merge views can be stated as:
It requires that applying the update view u to an arbitrary client state c, followed by merging the computed store state with the existing store state, must allow reassembling c using the query view q from the merged store state.
MAPPING VALIDATION
Mapping compilation can succeed only if we start with a mapping that roundtrips. To illustrate what can go wrong, consider the following example.
Example 4. The foreign key FK 1 from Example 2 establishes an inclusion dependency between the keys of Empl and HR (see Figure 6 ). FK 1 , together with mapping fragments M 1 and M 2 , implies that the Id values projected in Q C2 (the lefthand query of M 2 ) are contained in those projected in Q C1 . Indeed, it is easy to see that π Id (Q C2 ) ⊆ π Id (Q C1 ). However, suppose we modify the mapping fragment M 1 : (Q C1 = Q S1 ) into M 1 : (Q C1 = Q S1 ) by making the WHERE clause of Q C1 contain just the condition p IS OF (ONLY Person). Let Employee(1, 'Alice', 'R&D') be the only entity in the entity set Persons. M 2 requires that the table Empl contain one tuple. However, M 1 now implies that HR must be empty, which would violate FK 1 . More generally, the containment π Id 
is violated whenever entity set Persons has at least one Employee entity-in this case, no HR and Empl tables can be constructed that satisfy the database schema constraints and the mapping. Hence the mapping with M 1 does not roundtrip, and it is impossible to generate query and update views that store and retrieve data losslessly for every instance of the conceptual schema.
This example suggests that validating mapping roundtripping involves propagating schema constraints over views. This relationship is formalized in the following theorem:
be a bipartite mapping defined by (total) views f and g . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
( That is, a mapping roundtrips if and only if f is injective and the range constraints of f (i.e., those inferred from f and the schema constraints in C) imply the range constraints of g (i.e., those inferred from g and the schema constraints in S).
2) (a) f is injective and (b) Range( f ) ⊆ Range( g
To illustrate, in Example 4 the range constraints on fragment view symbols implied by f and g agree exactly and are:
As shown by Nash et al. [2007] , the problem of computing the range of a mapping (or a view, as a special case) can be reduced to that of mapping composition. Composing mappings is very challenging [Fagin et al. 2005; Bernstein et al. 2006] . Therefore, we chose a validation approach that lies in between doing mapping composition and testing roundtripping of the generated query and update views. (Theorem 2 is exploited in the context of mapping compilation in Section 7.7.) Our validation approach is based on the following theorem and leverages in part the views produced by the mapping compiler.
Then, the following roundtripping conditions are equivalent:
The benefit of this theorem is that it replaces the problem of composing two mappings by that of composing a mapping and a view. The latter can be done easily by unfolding the view in the mapping fragments. Suppose that our view generation algorithm produces some update view u with u ⊆ map, Domain(u) = C (we explain how this is done shortly). To satisfy the premise of the theorem, the update view u needs to guarantee that Range(u) ⊆ S, that is, every instance constructed via u satisfies all schema constraints in S. The steps required to perform mapping validation for a relational schema S are summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm . 1 ValidateMapping
(1) Check that f is injective (Section 7.4, Algorithm 4). (2) Check that u respects key constraints of S (Section 7.7, Algorithm 9). (3) Check that u respects foreign key constraints of S by unfolding the update view for each relation mentioned in each foreign key constraint and testing query containment. (4) Check that u respects NOT NULL constraints of S by adding an IS NULL condition to u for each non-nullable column that is populated by u and then checking that the resulting query is unsatisfiable. (5) Check that map • u −1 = Id (C) by unfolding u in map and checking the resulting query equivalences.
•
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As we explain in Section 7, Checks 1 and 2 are performed as part of our view generation algorithm (Algorithm 2). Checks 3-5 are done after update views have been generated and are illustrated as follows. (Figure 18 ) and check that the resulting query becomes unsatisfiable; this is true only if the property, Name of entity type, Person is non-nullable. Check 5 passes, since unfolding the update views for HR and Empl in the mapping fragments M 1 and M 2 , respectively, yields trivial tautologies.
This mapping validation approach requires testing containment of Entity SQL queries. Since we start with a mapping expressed in a more restricted language, and are in control of the compilation algorithm, we know the exact shape of Entity SQL queries on which the containment checker is run, even though, syntactically, they fall into an undecidable fragment of Entity SQL. Specifically, for the class of queries produced by the mapping compiler, there exists a reduction of the query containment problem to the satisfiability problem in propositional logic. To do these checks, we use a SAT solver that exploits a variant of Binary Decision Diagrams [Bryant 1986 ].
To emphasize the benefit of our validation approach, recall a more direct way of validating roundtripping that we sketched in Section 4.1. Instead of Check 5, we could unfold the update views for HR, Empl, and Client inside the query view for Persons. This would give us an Entity SQL expression that combines those in Figures 7, 18, 19, and 20 , and has many difficult operators. This approach was investigated by our colleagues in Mehra et al. [2007] using a general reduction of Entity SQL to first-order logic, and a state-of-the-art theorem prover. They designed specialized techniques to ensure that the prover terminates within reasonable time bounds, making brute force roundtripping validation sound, but not always complete.
VIEW GENERATION ALGORITHM
We start by explaining the intuition behind the algorithm. The key principle that we use is reducing the mapping compilation problem to that of finding exact rewritings of queries using views [Halevy 2001 ]. Several factors make this problem difficult. First, we assume that the views are complete (often referred to as the closed-world assumption), which makes the problem computationally harder, since we can also derive negative information from the views [Abiteboul and Duschka 1998 ]. Second, our target language, Entity SQL, is very expressive, which makes it possible (and necessary) to produce complex rewritings. Finally, our goal is to find good rewritings that are likely to be executed efficiently by the database system.
Intuition
Consider the problem of obtaining query views from mapping map = f • g −1 . The view f on C and the view g on S are specified as {V 1 = Q C1 , . . . , V n = Q Cn } and {V 1 = Q S1 , . . . , V n = Q Sn }, respectively. Suppose that the view f is materialized. To preserve all information from C in the materialized view, f must be lossless, that is, an injective function. In this case, we can reconstruct the state of C from the materialized view by finding an exact rewriting of the identity query on C using the view f . Suppose f : V → C is such a rewriting (depicted as a dashed arrow in Figure 9 ), given by a set of queries on V 1 , . . . , V n . Hence we can unfold g in f to express C in terms of S. That gives us the desired query view q = f • g .
Update views and merge views can be obtained in a similar fashion by answering the identity query on S. The extra subtlety is that g need not be injective and may expose only a portion of the store data through the mapping. This raises two issues. First, the exact rewriting of the identity query on S may not exist. That is, to leverage answering-queries-using-views techniques, we need to extract an injective view from g . Second, we need to ensure that the store information not exposed in the mapping can flow back into the update processing in the form of a merge view. Before we present a general solution, consider the following example:
Example 6. Suppose that the store schema contains a single relation R(ID, A, B, C). Let map = f • g −1 , where g is defined as:
The identity query on R cannot be answered using fragment views V 1 and V 2 , since g is noninjective and loses some information in R. So we translate the store schema into an equivalent partitioned schema containing relations P Figurer 10 . The equivalence between the partitioned schema and the store schema {R} is witnessed by two bijective views p and r, where p is defined as
and r is defined as This partitioning scheme is chosen in such a way that the view g can be rewritten in terms of union queries on the partitions. Thus g can be restated in terms of P A 1 , P B 1 , and P A 2 as follows:
, and P A 2 exposed because they appear in the previous rewriting. They are depicted as a shaded region in Figure 10 . Partition P B,C 2 is unexposed (white region). Notice that the above rewriting is injective, that is, information-preserving, on the schema formed by the exposed partitions. Due to the constraint π ID (P A 1 ) = π ID (P B 1 ) on the partitioned schema, we can reconstruct the exposed partitions from V 1 and V 2 as follows 4 :
. Now we have all the building blocks to construct both g in Figure 9 and the merge view. Let R ol d , R new , and R upd denote, respectively, the old state of R in the store, the new state obtained by merging R upd and R ol d , and the updated state of R computed using g . R upd is populated from the exposed partitions, ignoring the information in the unexposed partitions:
and R upd can be simplified as follows:
The merge view for R new assembles the exposed partitions that carry the updated client state (R upd ) and the unexposed partitions holding the old store state (R old ). The goal is to keep as much of the old store information in the unexposed partitions as possible. To achieve that, we left-outer-join the exposed partitions in the updated state with the unexposed partitions in the old state. (Notice that using a full-outer-join to preserve all information in the old state is usually undesirable. store state would prevent the client from deleting any tuples from R with C = 3, which are partially visible through V 1 .) We obtain R new by taking the expression that defines R in terms of its partitions, and unfolding the definitions of partitions, while replacing R by R upd , for all exposed partitions, and replacing R by R old , for all unexposed partitions:
where the abbreviated case statement is:
Composing the merge view with g produces:
Unfolding f (from map = f • g −1 ) in this expression, states V 1 and V 2 in terms of the client schema, and produces the final transformation that drives the update pipeline.
The example motivates several issues. First, we need to justify that this approach produces query, update, and merge views that satisfy the conditions from Section 5, that is, solve the data roundtripping problem. Second, we need to develop a partitioning scheme to express the client and store schema using an equivalent schema that allows rewriting the mapping fragments using union queries. This rewriting simplifies the algorithm for reconstructing partitions and testing injectivity of f when constructing query views. Notice that the choice of the partitioning scheme is sensitive to the mapping language. Third, as we will show, the generated case statements can become quite complex and require careful reasoning. Finally, unfolding f in the expression V 1 − − 1 V 2 may require further simplification to avoid gratuitous self-joins and self-unions if, for example both terms are queries over the same entity set in the client schema. We discuss each of these issues in the subsequent sections.
General Solution
This section formalizes the intuition presented previously, and can be skipped without loss of continuity. We describe our view generation approach in general terms and show that it solves the data roundtripping problem.
Let P be a schema containing a set of relations (partitions) and a set of schema constraints P . P is a partitioned schema for S, relative to a query language L, if there exists a procedure that (i) allows rewriting each query g ∈ L on S using a unique set of partitions in P, (ii) each such rewriting is injective on the subschema P exp formed by the partitions used in the rewriting and the respective schema constraints from P , and (iii) the rewriting of the identity query on S uses all partitions in P. (In Example 6, P exp contains P 
By (ii) and (iii), there exist bijective views r : P → S, r ∈ L and p : S → P witnessing the equivalence of P and S.
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As shown in Figure 11 , query g partitions S into P ⊆ P exp × P unexp such that p exp : S → P exp and p unexp : S → P unexp are view complements [Bancilhon and Spyratos 1981] that together yield p. By condition (ii), g can be rewritten as h • p exp , where h is injective. Let h be an exact rewriting of the identity query on P exp using h, that is, h reconstructs P exp from V. Then, the update view u and merge view m can be constructed as follows:
where ∅ is the P unexp -state where all relations are empty, the view r[., ∅] is such that r[., ∅](x) = y iff r(x, ∅) = y, and s 1 , s 2 ∈ S.
Assuming that f is injective and Range( f ) ⊆ Range( g ), it is easy to show that u and m satisfy the information-preservation condition of Section 5. The extended roundtripping criterion holds if we choose the view r in such a way that ∀x ∈ P exp , ∀s ∈ S : p exp (r(x, p unexp (s))) = x.
To obtain such r, in Example 6, we left-outer-joined exposed partitions with unexposed partitions that agree on keys.
As we explain next, for our mapping and view language, it is always possible to obtain the views h, h , p exp , p unexp , and r that satisfy the conditions just stated. Therefore, our solution is complete in that it allows constructing query, update, and merge views for each given valid mapping.
Due to conditions (i)-(iii), g is injective if and only if P unexp is empty, that, has zero partitions. We exploit this property to check the injectivity of f required by Theorem 3. To do that, we swap the sides of the mapping such that f in the previous construction takes the place of g , and apply the partitioning scheme to C in a symmetric fashion.
Compilation Steps
In summary, mapping compilation comprises the steps described in the algorithm CompileMapping (see Algorithm 2) . It refers to Checks 1-5 from Section 6.
Step 1 uses a divide-and-conquer method to scope the mapping compilation problem. Two mapping fragments are dependent if their fragment queries share a common extent symbol or some integrity constraint spans their extent symbols; in this case, they are placed into the same subset of fragments. All the remaining steps process one such subset of mapping fragments at a time.
Steps 7-10 produce query views, while Steps 2-5 produce update and merge 
Algorithm . 2 CompileMapping
(1) Subdivide the mapping into independent sets of fragments. Execute Steps 2-10 for each independent set of fragments. (2) Apply the partitioning scheme to S and g (P unexp produced here may be non-empty).
Rewrite g as h • p exp (Section 7.4). (3) Produce h as an exact rewriting of identity query on P exp (Section 7.5). views. Next, we discuss the partitioning scheme, which is applied in Step 2 and
Step 7 of mapping compilation.
Partitioning Scheme
A partitioning scheme allows rewriting the mapping fragments using queries on partitions. Thus its choice depends directly on the mapping language. Since the fragment queries used in our mapping language are join-free, the partitioning scheme can be applied to one extent at a time. Imagine that the data that belongs to a certain extent is laid out on a two-dimensional grid along a horizontal and a vertical axis, where each point on the vertical axis corresponds to a combination of (a) entity type, (b) complex types appearing in entities, (c) conditions on scalar properties, and (d) is null/is not null conditions on nullable properties; and each point on the horizontal axis corresponds to a single direct or inherited attribute of an entity or complex type.
The partitioning along the vertical axis can be computed using a recursive algorithm (see Algorithm 3). The algorithm is driven by the fragment queries appearing in a given mapping map, and constructs each partition as a conjunction of conditions. Parameter p of the algorithm holds a path expression matching the production P ::= e | P.A from Section 4. 
Every pair of conditions in Dom( p, map) is mutually unsatisfiable.
Dom( p, map) is a tautology. Notice that ( p IS NOT NULL) is equivalent to (cond 1 OR cond 3 ). That is, selection σ p IS NOT NULL (R) can be rewritten as a union query σ cond 1 (R) ∪ σ cond 3 (R).
The following example illustrates how the partitioning algorithm works in presence of complex types:
Example 8. Consider an entity schema shown on the left in Figure 6 , where BillingAddr is a nullable property with complex type Address, and Address has a subtype USAddress. Then, the vertical partitioning algorithm produces the following partitions, which list all possible shapes of entities that can appear in the extent (extent Persons is omitted in selections for readability): Horizontal partitioning is done by splitting each vertical partition in Part according to the properties projected in mapping fragments in map. It is easy to show that this partitioning scheme allows expressing each fragment query appearing in map as a union query over the produced partitions. The partitioning scheme can be easily generalized to support mappings with comparisons or inequalities between an attribute and a constant (e.g., A > 3, A = 5) by treating partitions as intervals rather than points. However, partitioning is not well suited for conditions that involve multiple attributes (e.g., A > B).
Reconstructing Partitions from Views
We move on to Step 3 and Step 8 of mapping compilation. Let P be the set of partitions constructed in the previous section for a given C or S extent. Let h be a view defined as V = (V 1 , . . . , V n ) where each fragment view V i is expressed as a union query over partitions in P. To simplify the notation, each view can be thought of as a set of partitions. Let P exp = V be all partitions that are exposed in views in V. Let the set of nonkey attributes of each partition P and view V be denoted as Attrs(P ) and Attrs(V ), respectively.
If P exp = P, then h is noninjective (as explained in Section 7.2). However, even if all partitions are used in V, h may still be non injective. As an example, consider V = (V 1 ), P = P exp = {P 1 , P 2 }, and V 1 = P 1 ∪ P 2 . It is impossible to distinguish P 1 tuples from P 2 tuples in V 1 , so h is noninjective. Injectivity holds only if we can reconstruct each partition P ∈ P from the views V. Algorithm 4 does that.
The algorithm takes as input the exposed partitions P exp and the fragment views V and constructs an associative table Recovered (at the bottom of the algorithm) that maps a partition P to a set of positive views, Pos, and negative views, Neg. These views, if they exist, can be used to reconstruct P by joining all views in Pos and subtracting (using anti-semijoin) the views in N e g as P = (1Pos) (∪ Neg).
The algorithm starts by ordering the views. This step is a heuristic for producing more compact expressions, which may use fewer views. Every set of rewritings produced by the algorithm is equivalent under each view ordering. The set of needed attributes Att represents a horizontal region, while the recovered partitions P T represents the vertical region of the view space. These regions need to be narrowed down to exactly P , for each P ∈ P exp . In Phase 1, we narrow the vertical region by intersecting the views that contain P , while keeping track of the attributes they provide. If joining the views is insufficient to disambiguate P tuples, then in Phase 2, we further narrow the vertical region using anti-semijoins with views that do not contain P . P is fully recovered if P T does not contain any tuples beyond those in P (i.e., |PT| = 1) and covers all the required attributes (that is, |Att| = 0). Due to this condition, the algorithm is sound, that is, each found rewriting is correct.
Example 9. Consider the partitioning scheme in Example 8. Let the fragment queries used in the mapping be expressed as follows (extent Persons is omitted in selections for readability): Figure 12 (for brevity, we finesse horizontal partitioning, represented by unqualified π). Sorting yields V = (V 3 , V 4 , V 2 , V 1 ). Suppose that V 1 contains an attribute (e.g., Name) that is required by every partition. Then, the algorithm produces (up to projection -π is omitted for brevity):
Expanding the view definitions shows that the above rewritings are implied by the expressions in Figure 12 . To illustrate the effect of sorting, notice that view V 3 need not be used in the negative part of P 1 , and V 2 does not appear in the positive part of P 4 , in contrast to using the default sorting V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 . To establish the completeness of the algorithm, we need to show that it fails to recover P only if P cannot be reconstructed from V. This result is based on the following theorem. It states that we can obtain a specific partition as a function of the given views if and only if intersecting the views that contain the partition, and subtracting the views in which the partition does not occur, yields a singleton set. 
This theorem proves the completeness of the algorithm, but does not guarantee that each found expression is minimal, that is, uses the smallest possible number of views and/or operators. Finding a minimal solution is equivalent to solving the set cover problem, which is NP-complete. So, the algorithm implements a greedy approach, which often produces near-optimal results. Due to sorting, the overall complexity of the algorithm is O(n log n), while Phases 1 and 2 are O(n) in the number of partitions.
Avoiding Exhaustive Partitioning
The algorithm PartitionVertically produces an exhaustive enumeration of partitions (where each partition is a project-select query). One of the benefits of using exhaustive partitioning is that operations on views, and query containment checks between views, can be done using simple set operations. For example, to verify that V 3 from Figure 12 is query-contained in V 2 − V 4 , we can test whether {P 4 } is contained as a set in {P 2 , P 3 , P 4 } − {P 2 , P 5 }. However, in some mapping scenarios, exhaustive partitioning may become prohibitive, as the number of partitions may grow exponentially with the size of mapping fragments.
Example 10. Consider a star schema used in a data warehousing application. Suppose T(id, c FK 1 , . . . , c FK n ) is a fact table with n nullable foreign keys referencing some dimension tables. These foreign keys are mapped to binary associations in the conceptual model. The mapping fragment for each association is specified using a NOT NULL condition, analogously to fragment M 4 in Example 2. Hence the domain Dom( p i , map) of each path p i corresponding to the foreign key column c FK i contains two elements: NULL and NOT NULL. Exhaustive partitioning yields 2 n partitions that enumerate all possible NULL/NOT NULL combinations of foreign key values.
To address such scenarios, we developed a more general algorithm RewriteQuery that takes as input a project-select query Q and a set of projectselect views V over some extent E, and produces a rewriting Expr(V) = Q. Just as the baseline partitioning algorithm, RewriteQuery is invoked during mapping compilation. Query Q originates from a mapping fragment and typically contains one or more IS OF conditions and at most one scalar condition. In general, query Q and the views in V may have arbitrary Boolean conditions. The algorithm RewriteQuery (see Algorithm 5) consists of three parts. First, RewriteKeyQuery is called to produce a rewriting for the vertical region spanned by the query, π Key (Q). The output rewriting is simplified in the second step. Finally, CoverAttributes is called to ensure that all attributes required by Q are covered by the rewriting.
RewriteKeyQuery (see Algorithm 6) is a recursive procedure that consists of four phases, and builds on the technique used in the RecoverPartitions algorithm: find some rewriting Expr that overlaps with the query (Phase 0) and keep pruning it, by intersecting and subtracting some views in Phases 1 and 2, until it is fully contained in the input query. Then, if the rewriting still contains missing tuples, call RewriteKeyQuery recursively to find a rewriting for the missing region and union it with the rewriting produced so far (Phase 3). Thus algorithm RewriteKeyQuery attempts to perform on-demand partitioning guided by the input query. Hence, the algorithm usually considers only a small subset of all possible partitions. In the worst case, all partitions need to be reached, that is, RewriteKeyQuery has the same exponential worst-case complexity as the combined execution of PartitionVertically and RecoverPartitions.
Notice that algorithm RewriteKeyQuery is sensitive to the order of the views in V. To find a good initial ordering that is likely to produce a compact rewriting, we sort the views similarly to how it is done in RecoverPartitions. Phase 0 helps reduce the impact of choosing a bad view order, which may result in excessive partitioning: it looks ahead to see if the exact rewriting can be produced by intersecting all views that fully contain the query and subtracting all views that are disjoint from the query. Intersection and subtraction operations on the views correspond to conjunction and AND NOT operations on the WHERE clauses of the queries. Containment and satisfiability checking is performed using a SAT solver. 
THEOREM 5. Algorithm RewriteKeyQuery is complete, that is, it aborts only when no rewriting exists.
To illustrate the benefit of avoiding exhaustive partitioning, recall Example 10. Suppose we need to find a rewriting for the query π Id (σ c FK i IS NOT NULL ( T)). It is easy to see that RewriteKeyQuery finds the rewriting Expr = V i in linear time without enumerating all partitions.
In the second part of RewriteQuery algorithm, we simplify the rewriting produced by RewriteKeyQuery (see Algorithm 7). We use a dynamic algorithm that tries to eliminate one view symbol at a time from the resulting expression and checks that the reduced expression is still equivalent to the original one. The algorithm avoids recomputing equivalent parts of expressions by fixing a subexpression (called head) and working on the remaining subexpression (tail). It is invoked recursively, splitting the tail into two halves in each subsequent invocation, while the precomputed head is kept on stack. For compactness, only pruning unions is shown. The difference operator is treated analogously.
The last part of the rewriting algorithm is the CoverAttributes procedure (Algorithm 8). The dictionary ToCover associates with each projected attribute of Q a condition (vertical region) for which the attribute value needs to be filled in. ToCover is initialized to Expr (for which π Key (Expr) = π Key (Q) by construction done in RewriteKeyQuery). Next, ToCover is pruned by removing the vertical regions that are already covered by Expr. Here, V iews(Expr) denotes the set of all view symbols from V that appear in Expr. Lastly, the algorithm iterates over all views V that do not appear in Expr, and removes the vertical region corresponding to V from T oCover [A] whenever attribute A is projected in view V . The extra views that supply the attributes required by Q are appended to Expr in the return statement. 
Exploiting Outer Joins
The algorithm RecoverPartitions tells us how to reconstruct each partition P of a given extent. Ultimately, we need to produce a rewriting for the entire extent, which combines multiple partitions. Consider Examples 8 and 9. To obtain the query view for the Persons extent, we could union partitions P 1 , . . . , P 5 from Example 9. The resulting expression would use fourteen relational operators and be clearly suboptimal. Instead, we exploit the following observation. Since each fragment query produces a new view symbol V i and is join-free, every V i contains only partitions from a single extent. Therefore, each extent can be reconstructed by doing a full outer join of all the views that contain partitions from that extent. The full-outer-join expression can be further simplified using inclusion and disjointness constraints on the views.
Example 11. Let Persons = τ (E), where τ is an expression that performs entity construction, fills in required constants, and so on (we talk about it shortly). Then, E can be obtained using the following expressions, all of which are equivalent under the view definitions of Figure 12 :
∪ a denotes union without duplicate elimination (UNION ALL). The equivalence can be shown by noticing that the following constraints hold on the views:
Using full outer joins allows us to construct an expression that is minimal with respect to the number of relational operators: n views are connected using the optimal number of (n − 1) binary operators. Still, as illustrated in Example 11, multiple minimal rewritings may exist. In fact, their number grows exponentially with n. As we illustrate in the experimental section, these rewritings may have quite different performance characteristics when they are used to execute queries on the database. One reason is the inability of the optimizer to push down selection predicates through outer joins.
To find a good rewriting that is likely to result in efficient execution plans, we use a heuristic that increases optimization opportunities by replacing outer joins with inner joins and unions. As a side effect, this helps avoid unnecessary joining of data that is known to be disjoint, and minimize the size of intermediate query results.
The algorithm we use performs successive grouping of the initial full-outerjoin expression using the inclusion and disjointness constraints between the views (see Algorithm 9). The views are arranged into groups, which are relational expressions in the prefix notation. For clarity of presentation, let the fragment views over the extent to be reconstructed be called target views, while their counterparts in the mapping fragments shall be called source views. That is, given a mapping fragment Q C = Q S , if we generate query views, then Q C is a target view and Q S is a source view. Let ρ tgt (l ) denote the full-outer-join query of all groups in l , where l is a sequence of groups. Let ρ src (l ) be the query obtained from ρ tgt (l ) by substituting all target views in ρ tgt (l ) by their respective source views.
The grouping is performed by replacing − − 1 − − by ∪ a , 1, and − − 1, in that order, where possible. Using ∪ a (UNION ALL) is critical to avoid the sorting overhead upon query execution. It is straightforward to see how the disjointness or containment relationships between the target views (ρ tgt (l )) are exploited to do operator substitution. To illustrate where ρ src (l ) conditions become important, consider the following example. .n]. Then, every Customer has an associated Employee. In this case, we could use an inner join instead of a left outer join in the update view for the Client table shown in Figure 20 . In this example, the relevant mapping fragments are:
Containment check using ρ tgt , Q S4 ⊆ Q S3 , allows us to conclude that π Cid (V 4 ) ⊆ π Cid (V 3 ), that is, justifies using a left outer join in the update view. However, if the Employee end multiplicity is [1..1] , so the equivalence check on ρ src yields π Id (Q C3 ) = π Id (Q C4 ), and we can use an inner join in place of the left outer join.
Algorithm . 9 GroupViews
procedure GroupViews(V) Arrange Vinto pairwise disjoint − − 1 − − − groupsG 1 , . . . , G m such that each group contains views from a single source extent
A crucial property that we leverage in Check 2 of Section 6 is that the grouping algorithm preserves key constraints. We full-outer-join keyed relations so the output view has a key. Every operator replacement performed by the algorithm is an equivalence transformation-assuming that the mapping and schema constraints in C and S are satisfied for every instance of C. However, this property is not established at the time when the algorithm runs to produce update views:
Example 13. Suppose that fragment queries Q S1 and Q S2 in Example 2 are defined as
for some table T (Id, Name, Dept, Disc) .
(up to correct projection of attributes). However, since π Id (Q C2 ) ⊆ π Id (Q C2 ), if we replace − − 1 − − by ∪ a when constructing the update view for T we may violate the key constraint on T. Indeed, if the entity set Persons contains an instance of Employee, there exists no instance of S such that all the mapping and schema constraints are satisfied.
The only step of the algorithm where G may lose its key is where we replace
The disjointness check at line ( * * * ) prevents that from happening. If the check does not pass, the algorithm aborts. The formal justification for that is provided by Theorem 2: if we are able to derive any constraint in Range( g ) that is not backed by some constraint in Range( f ), then the mapping does not roundtrip.
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Algorithm GroupViews does not prescribe the choice of l 1 and l 2 uniquely. In our implementation, a greedy approach is used to find large l 1 and l 2 in linear time, yielding the overall O(n) complexity. We defer the explanation of the very first step of the algorithm, the initial grouping by source extents, to Section 7.9.
Producing CASE Statements
In Example 11, we used the expression τ to encapsulate constant creation and nonrelational operators that reside on top of a relational expression. In this section, we explain how τ is obtained. Consider the views shown in Example 8. Upon assembling the Persons extent from V = {V 1 , . . . , V 4 }, we need to instantiate Persons, Customers, or Employees, depending on the views from which the tuples originate.
We use procedure RewriteKeyQuery from Section 7.6 to construct the CASE statements. The inputs and outputs to the procedure are shown in Table 1 . For convenience, the last column shows the partitions corresponding to each query Q submitted to the rewriting procedure. That is, all tuples coming from P 1 yield Person instances, while all tuples coming from P 2 , P 3 , or P 4 produce Customer instances. Furthermore, for all tuples in P 2 , the BillingAddr property needs to be set to NULL, and so on.
Let the boolean variables b V 1 , . . . , b V 4 keep track of the tuple provenance. That is, b V 1 is true if and only if the tuple comes from V 1 , and so on Now we can construct τ by replacing the view symbols in Table 1 by the respective Boolean variables. Continuing with Example 8, we obtain Persons as
where E is the relational expression whose construction we discussed in the previous section. A similar approach is used to reconstruct scalar values that appear in selection conditions in the mapping fragments, such as discriminators used in table-per-hierarchy scenarios.
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• S. Melnik et al. 7.9 Eliminating Self-joins and Self-unions
We discuss the final simplification phase of mapping compilation, performed in
Step 5 and Step 10.
Example 14. Consider constructing query views in Example 11. In
Step 9, we expand the view symbols V i by fragment queries on relational tables. Suppose the fragment queries for V 2 and V 3 are on the same table, for example, V 2 = R and V 3 = σ A=3 (R). If we choose the rewriting ( * ), then V 2 − − 1 V 3 becomes a redundant self-join and can be replaced by R. We obtain:
In contrast, choosing the rewriting ( * * ) gives us:
To bias the algorithm GroupViews toward the top expression, in its first step, we group the fragment views according to their source extents. For query views, source extents are tables; for update views, source extents are those in the entity schema. The main loop of GroupViews preserves this initial grouping.
Eliminating the redundant operations poses an extra complication. As explained in the previous section, we need to keep track of tuple provenance. So, when self-joins and self-unions get collapsed, the Boolean variables b V need to be adjusted accordingly. These Boolean variables are initialized in the leaves of the query tree by replacing each V i by V i × {True AS b V i }. In Entity SQL, Boolean expressions are first-class citizens and can be returned by queries (see Figure 4 ). To preserve their value upon collapsing of redundant operators, we use several rewriting rules, one for each operator. Let b 1 and b 2 be computed boolean terms, A and B be disjoint lists of attributes, c 1 and c 2 be Boolean conditions, and let
Then, the following equivalences hold: 
Producing Merge Views
Merge views can be computed similarly to query and update views using the techniques from the preceding sections. The input to the computation is a pseudo-mapping constructed from the store-side (Q S ) fragment views and one special mapping fragment that represents the old store state. To illustrate, consider Example 6. The constructed pseudomapping is:
R extends the relation signature of R by adding a new Boolean column IsOld. Intuitively, the last mapping fragment specifies that the old portion of R is obtained from R ol d . Then, we run the algorithm as if computing the update view for R , with one modification: the procedure RewriteQuery from Section 7.6 is instrumented not to abort when the exact rewriting does not exist but, return a partial (maximal) rewriting instead. This is done to compensate for the added column IsOld. We obtain the rewriting of R in terms of R upd and R ol d . As a last step, we eliminate the column IsOld from the rewriting.
EVALUATION
The goal of a client-side mapping layer is to boost the developer's productivity while offering performance comparable to a lower-level solution that uses handcoded SQL. In this section, we discuss the experimental evaluation of the Entity Framework, focusing on the mapping compiler.
Correctness. The top priority for the mapping compiler is correctness. It needs to produce bidirectional views that roundtrip data, otherwise data loss or corruption is possible. In practice, proving correctness of a complex system on paper is insufficient, since errors unavoidably creep into the implementation. We followed two paths. First, our product test team developed an automated suite that generates thousands of mappings by varying some core scenarios. The compiled views are verified by deploying the entire data access stack to query and update pregenerated sample databases. Although this does not guarantee complete coverage, it exercises many other parts of the system (e.g., client-side query optimization) in addition to the mapping compiler. The second evaluation technique was developed by our colleagues in the software verification group [Mehra et al. 2007 ]: a tool that translates Entity SQL queries into firstorder logic formulas and feeds them into a theorem prover. As we explained in Section 5, testing roundtripping of views expressed in Entity SQL is undecidable, so the prover may not terminate. For the positive cases, it has been able to verify all views tested so far.
Efficiency. Another aspect that we studied is the efficiency of mapping compilation. The validation and rewriting steps of the algorithm may require worstcase exponential time, which is mainly due to allowing complex Boolean conditions in mapping fragments. Subdividing the mapping fragments in Step 1 usually yields a manageable number of fragments n on which the main algorithm runs. We have seen rare cases where n exceeds a few dozen. Although we have encountered synthetic scenarios where compilation running time becomes prohibitive, it is yet to be seen whether these scenarios are of practical importance and require further optimization.
Compiling mappings prior to query execution was a fundamental design choice, which alleviates performance issues; it eliminates the runtime penalty of teasing out the data transformation logic defined in a mapping. In our initial design, the compiler was invoked upon the first query or update issued by the application, yielding a one-time performance hit per lifetime of an application. This few-second delay was deemed unacceptable. One reason is that applications are rerun frequently during development. Another is that midtier applications often shut down and restart for load balancing. Therefore, we decided to factor out the compiler execution from the runtime and integrate it with the development environment (IDE). This approach may enable using exhaustive techniques in place of some of the currently deployed heuristics, where view generation runs as a compile-time background job and recompiles only those parts of the mapping that have been modified by the developer.
Performance. Mapping compilation plays a key role both in the client-side query rewriting and server-side execution. In the algorithms we presented, we made heavy use of implied constraints to simplify the generated views. To illustrate these benefits qualitatively, consider the following experiment run on the AdventureWorks sample database shipped with Microsoft SQL Server. We partitioned the Sales table horizontally into H1 and H2, and vertically into V1 and V2. This produces two mapping scenarios, where the sales data needs to be reassembled from the respective tables. Leveraging the mapping allows us to rewrite − − 1 − − as ∪ a (exploiting the disjointness of H1 and H2) and as 1 (knowing that V1 and V2 agree on keys). Suppose that the client issues selection queries as shown in Figure 13 . If the query views contain outer joins, the SQL optimizer is not able to push the selections down, resulting in suboptimal query plans that take many times longer to execute. This effect multiplies in more complex scenarios.
In addition to the server load, another important performance metric is the total overhead of the client-side layer. The major factors contributing to this overhead are object instantiation, caching, query manipulation, and delta computation for updates. For small data sets and OLTP-style queries, these factors may dominate the overall execution time. Therefore, judicious optimization of every code path is critical. One such optimization is done during query pruning and directly involves the mapping compiler. After unfolding query views in a user query, the query pipeline tries to eliminate subexpressions from the query that do not contribute to the query result. As an example, consider the query SELECT VALUE e FROM Persons WHERE e IS OF Employee. When the query view for Persons (see Figure 7) is unfolded, the resulting expression can be simplified by pruning away the subquery on the Client table and replacing the left outer join with an inner join. Recognizing such optimization opportunities at runtime is expensive and not always possible without considering the mapping. To help the query pipeline, the mapping compiler produces OfType(Extent, Type) views such as the ones shown in Figures 15 and 16 which are used in place of the query view for the entire extent (Figure 7 ) whenever possible.
Performance analysts in our product group conducted an extensive study comparing the overall system performance with custom implementations and competing products. The study found that the views produced by the mapping compiler are close to those written by hand by experienced database developers. Details of this study are beyond the scope of this article. The generated views enable the query and update pipelines to produce query and update statements whose server-side execution performance approaches that of a custom implementation. Some mapping scenarios supported by the compiler, in particular, arbitrary combinations or vertical and horizontal partitioning in inheritance mappings, go beyond those supported in other commercial systems.
Reference applications for the Data Access Framework are currently being developed in collaboration with third parties, and will provide further insight into performance characteristics. If developers encounter a scenario that cannot be expressed using our mapping language they have the option of providing custom E-SQL queries for read-only access, or using native SQL and stored procedures of the DBMS. We are tracking customer feedback to prioritize future extensions of mapping capabilities.
RELATED WORK
Transforming data between database and application representations remains a hard problem. Researchers and practitioners have attacked it in a number of ways. A checkpoint of these efforts was presented by Carey and DeWitt [1996] . They outlined why many such attempts, including object-oriented databases and persistent programming languages [Atkinson and Buneman 1987] , did not pan out. They speculated that object-relational databases would dominate in 2006. Indeed, many of today's database systems include a built-in object layer that uses a hardwired O/R mapping on top of a conventional relational engine [Carey et al. 1999; Krishnamurthy et al. 1999] . However, the O/R features offered by these systems appear to be rarely used for storing enterprise data, with the exception of multimedia and spatial data types [Grimes 1998 ]. Among the reasons are data and DBMS-vendor independence, the cost of migrating legacy databases, scale-out difficulties when business logic runs inside the database instead of the middle tier, and insufficient integration with programming languages [Zhang and Ritter 2001] .
Database research has contributed many powerful techniques that can be leveraged for supporting mapping-driven data access. And yet, there are significant gaps. Among the most critical ones is supporting updates through mappings. Compared with queries, updates are far more difficult to deal with, since they need to preserve data consistency across mappings, may trigger business rules, and so on. Updates through database views have a long history. Dayal and Bernstein [1978] put forth the view update problem. They observed that finding a unique update translation, even for very simple views, is rarely possible due to the intrinsic underspecification of the update behavior by a view. As a consequence, commercial database systems offer very limited support for updatable views.
Subsequent research followed two major directions. One line of work focused on determining under what circumstances view updates can be translated unambiguously, more recently for XML views [Braganholo et al. 2004] . Unfortunately, there are few such cases; moreover, every update usually needs to have a well-defined translation-rejecting a valid update is unacceptable. Furthermore, in mapping-driven scenarios, the updatability requirement goes beyond a single view. For example, an application that manipulates Customer and Order entities effectively performs operations against two views. Sometimes a consistent application state can only be achieved by updating several views simultaneously. Another line of research focused on closing the underspecification gap. Several mechanisms were suggested in the literature, such as constant complement [Bancilhon and Spyratos 1981] or dynamic views [Gottlob et al. 1988] . So far, this work has turned out to be of mostly theoretical value, although techniques of Barsalou et al. [1991] and Keller et al. [1993] appear to have had commercial impact. Our merge views are based on view complements.
Recently, researchers have shown rekindled interest in the view update problem. Bohannon et al. [2006] and Foster et al. [2007] developed a bidirectional mechanism called 'lenses' that uses get and putback functions. Our query views correspond to get, while update and merge views combined define putback. One of our key distinguishing contributions is a technique for propagating updates incrementally using view maintenance [Blakeley et al. 1986; Gupta and Mumick 1995] , which is critical for practical deployment. Another contribution is a fundamentally different mechanism for obtaining the views, by compiling them from mappings, which allows describing complex mapping scenarios in an elegant way. Also, in our approach, data reshaping (specified by query and update views) is separated from the update policy (merge views). Further recent work on view updates is Kotidis et al. [2006] , where delta tuples are stored in auxiliary tables if the updates cannot be applied to the underlying database. Bidirectional transformations for XML are examined in Bohannon et al. [2005] and Barbosa et al. [2005] .
Mapping compilation was explored in IBM's Clio project, which introduced the problem of generating data transformations from correspondences between schema elements [Miller et al. 2000] . In Clio, schema element correspondences are translated into GLAV mapping constraints, which are then compiled into transformations expressed in XQuery or SQL. In contrast to our work, Clio focuses on data exchange scenarios and uses uni-directional mappings expressed using inclusion, rather than equality, in mapping constraints. More recent work on Clio considered nested mappings [Fuxman et al. 2006] , which simplify mapping specification for nested collections.
Our mapping compilation procedure draws on answering queries using views for exact rewritings (surveyed in Halevy [2001] and examined recently in Gou et al. [2006] , Segoufin and Vianu [2005] , and Larson and Zhou [2007] ), and exploits several novel aspects such as the partitioning scheme, bipartite mappings, and rewriting queries under bidirectional mappings. We are not aware of published work that has exploited outer joins and case statements, as ours has, to optimize the generated views.
Other related mapping manipulation problems are surveyed in Bernstein and Melnik [2007] . These problems include creation, compilation, reuse, evolution, and execution of mappings, and constitute the subject of research on model management. Mapping composition, computing an inverse of a mapping, and schema translation, are among the issues discussed in the survey.
CONCLUSIONS
Bridging applications and databases is a fundamental data management problem. We presented a novel mapping approach that supports queries and updates through mappings in a principled way. We formulated the mapping compilation problem and described our solution. To the best of our knowledge, the ADO.NET Entity Framework is the first commercial data access product that is driven by declarative bidirectional mappings with well-defined semantics.
Our solution, just like most data access and management systems, is sensitive to the choice of schema and mapping languages. The technical challenges we had to address were primarily due to the expressive power of the supported languages, rather than their actual embodiment (EDM and Entity SQL). We think our approach is applicable to any data access layer that uses inheritance, relationships, and complex types in its conceptual model, PK/FK constraints on relational schemas, and a query language that extends SQL with nonrelational constructs used in that conceptual model. Further research is needed to support richer modeling capabilities, such as multiple inheritance or nested collections, and more expressive mapping languages.
The new mapping architecture exposed many interesting research challenges. In addition to mapping compilation, these challenges include enforcing data consistency using a combination of client-side and server-side integrity constraints, exploiting efficient view maintenance techniques for object-at-atime and set-based updates, translating errors through mappings, optimistic concurrency, notifications, and many others . We plan to report on these in the future. PROOF. Assume map • map −1 = Id (C). Hence, the following injectivity property holds: ∀x 1 , x 2 , y : map(x 1 , y), map(x 2 , y) → x 1 = x 2 . Otherwise, map • map −1 may contain some (x 1 , x 2 ), x 1 = x 2 . That is, map −1 is a (possibly partial) function from S to C. We construct q by extending map −1 to become total. To do that, we assign each y = Domain(map −1 ) to some arbitrary c ∈ C. We have: map −1 ⊆ q, i.e., map ⊆ q −1 . To construct u, restrict map to become a function by picking an arbitrary s ∈ S, (c, s) ∈ map, for each c ∈ C. Now let q and u be (total) functions, u ⊆ map ⊆ q −1 . That is, for each x, y the following implications hold: u(x) = y → map(x, y) → q( y) = x. Suppose (x, y) ∈ map • map −1 . Then, ∃z : map(x, z), map −1 (z, y), so map (x, z), map( y, z) , and consequently q(z) = x, q(z) = y. Since q is a function, x = y, and since Range(q) ⊆ C, so x ∈ C. Conversely, suppose x ∈ C. Since u is total, so ∃ y : u(x) = y. Hence, map(x, y) , map −1 ( y, x) , and consequently (x, x) ∈ map • map −1 .
PROPOSITION 1.
For each q and u satisfying Theorem 1 the following holds:
PROOF. Let q and u be total views such that u ⊆ map ⊆ q −1 . Clearly, u ⊆ q −1 . Hence for each x and y, u(x) = y implies q( y) = x. Suppose (x, y) ∈ u • q. Then, ∃z : u(x) = z, q(z) = y. So, q(z) = x, and hence x = y ∈ C. Conversely, suppose x ∈ C. Since u is total, so ∃ y : u(x) = y. Hence q( y) = x, that is, (x, x) ∈ u • q. (1) → (2): Assume map • map −1 = Id (C). To obtain a contradiction, suppose Range( f ) ⊆ Range( g ), that is, there exists y ∈ Range( f )−Range( g ). Then, for some (x, y) ∈ f we have x ∈ Domain( f • g −1 ), and so map is not total, and map • map −1 = Id (C). We obtained a contradiction, that is, (2b) holds.
Theorem 4 is restated in terms of sets containing constants. It is not directly related to partitions or views. We switch the terminology to emphasize that the theorem can be understood independently from the context of the article, while reusing the symbols for partitions and views for clarity of exposition. We use the notation expression variable := expression as a syntactic assignment, while predicates =, =, and ⊆ evaluate the equivalence, non-equivalence, and containment of two expressions, respectively. THEOREM 4. Let p be a constant from P, and V = {V 1 , . . . , V n } be a set of subsets of P. Then, there exists a relational expression Expr over V 1 , . . . , V n such that Expr = {p} if and only if p appears in some V ∈ V and {V | p ∈ V , V ∈ V} − {V | p ∈ V , V ∈ V} = {p} PROOF. If p does not appear in any V , then clearly no Expr = {p} exists. Assume the opposite. Let E := {V | p ∈ V , V ∈ V} − {V | p ∈ V , V ∈ V}. To prove the if-part, if E = {p} then set Expr := E. To prove the onlyif part, suppose there is an Expr over V 1 , . . . , V n such that Expr = {p}. Since V 1 , . . . , V n are sets, then Expr can be represented in the disjunctive normal form as
where each E j is a conjunctive term for 1 ≤ j ≤ m, that is, E j is an intersection of V 1 , . . . , V n or their complements (or, equivalently, intersection of sets followed by subtracted sets).
By our assumption, Expr = {p}, so each term E j yields a subset of { p}. At least one of them, say E k must be exactly { p}. All intersected sets in E k must contain p, while none of the subtracted sets in E k may contain p. Let E k be a term obtained by intersecting E k with all sets in V that contain p, and subtracting all sets that do not contain p. Clearly, E k = E k = {p}. By construction, E k = {V | p ∈ V , V ∈ V} − {s | p ∈ V , V ∈ V}. Thus we have { p} = E k as desired.
THEOREM 5. Algorithm RewriteKeyQuery is complete, that is, it aborts only when no rewriting exists.
PROOF. Let P be the exhaustive set of all 2 n − 1 partitions formed by V = {V 1 , . . . , V n }:
For example, for V = {V 1 , V 2 , V 3 }, we obtain seven partitions P = {(
We need to show that the algorithm finds a rewriting for each query Q formed as a union of some arbitrary subset P subset of partitions, Q = P subset . The proof is done by induction. If Q is equivalent to a single partition from P, then the proof follows from Theorem 4. If Q comprises multiple partitions, then two cases are possible: either Phases 1 and 2 eliminate one partition from Q, or they fail to do so. In the former case, induction applies. In case of failure, Q is either disjoint from every partition in P or properly contained in one of the partitions-a contradiction to our assumption that Q is a union of partitions. 
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